
Class 3 Literacy Spring Term 2021 

Literacy will be taught in units covering the requirements of the National Curriculum for English at Key 

Stage 2. Each unit will last from one to four weeks, focusing on a specific genre of writing and offering an 

in-depth study of a text. The units for Spring Term are as follows: 

 Writing 

Fiction: A 

Warning Story 

Fiction writing is an exciting topic for many KS2 children because it gives them a chance 
to be creative, but it’s also an opportunity to develop their language and literacy skills. 
Warning stories will link to our topic of Survival, with the main character being given a 
warning which they don’t adhere to. The children will create and describe a scene 
involving a danger (river, storm, quarry, train line). The main character will ignore the 
warning and disaster will strike, luckily the main character will be rescued and survive, 
returning home to hear the warning again.  
The writing focus will be taught through the Talk4Writing approach.  
Imitation:  
Reading the text and talking the text 

 Getting to know the story really well through reading and oral retellings; whole 
class communal stories, story mapping, retelling in pairs, discussion and booktalk 

 Immersion in the story; through drama, art and use of the environment 
 Playing about with ideas and the language of narrative through games and poetry 
 Reading as a writer to explore the tools of the writer. Magpie ideas and collect in 

writing journals 
Talking the text helps to internalise the language patterns of narrative. 
Innovation:  
Using the known story to help support a whole class innovation; a substitution, addition, 
alteration, change of viewpoint or using the basic plot pattern. Box up the story to help 
support organisation 

 Shared writing at each stage supports the writing process 
 Continue to innovate but move towards independence as pupils complete their own group 

or individual version 
Invention: 
Regular oral story inventing sessions where children have the chance to use all those 

characters, settings, plot patterns and language to make up their own stories.  

Newspapers Using our class topic of Survival as our focus the children will write newspaper reports 

reporting on real life and fictional natural disaster events from around the world as well 

as locally reporting on flooding in Clun. The children will follow the Talk4Writing approach 

of imitation, innovation and invention. 

Explanations Using our class topic of Survival as our focus the children will write explanation texts 

describing natural phenomenon such as earthquakes and volcanoes as well as 

explanations of survival techniques.  

Diary Using drama techniques combined with their knowledge gained from the Survival topic, 

the children will write in the role of a famous explorer or survivor of a natural disaster to 

create a series of gripping diary entries.  



Live 

interactive 

lessons with 

Pie Corbett 

The children will take part in a sequence of 10 live weekly interactive creative writing 

lessons (with follow up activities) created and delivered by Pie Corbett. Pie is a poet, 

storyteller and teacher. He’s told stories, performed poems and worked with teachers 

around the world, edited and written over 200 books and is well-known for ‘Talk for 

Writing’. This sequence of live lessons harnesses the latest blogging technology to give 

the children a truly global audience. The focus is on the development of writing for 

pleasure, building the imagination and teaching the craft of writing. 

 

Reading 

Using the Talk4Reading whole class reading approach the children will study two novels this term, Street 
Child by Berlie Doherty and Holes by Louis Sachar. 
The children will also read around the topic of survival including a range of Non-Fiction texts to gather 
knowledge across the topic. 
The children’s learning will develop their reading skills in the following six areas: 

 Vocabulary: Give/explain the meaning of words in context. 

 Infer: Make inference from the text/ explain and justify using evidence from the text. Predict: 
Predict what might happen from the details stated and implied.  

 Explain: Identify/explain how information/narrative content is related and contributes to the 
meaning as a whole. Identify/explain how meaning is enhanced through choice of words and 
phrases. Make comparisons within the text  

 Retrieve: Retrieve and record key information/key details from fiction and non-fiction 

 Summarise: Summarise main ideas from more than one paragraph. 
 

 

Spelling Punctuation and Grammar (SPAG) Objectives 

Grammar and Punctuation Spelling Rules 

 Modal Verbs 

 Subjunctive form – If I were 

 Formal/informal language 

 Passive form – subject/object 

 Types of clauses  

 Conjunctions 

 Types of nouns 

 Types of adjectives 

 Commas 

 Determiners  

 Dashes/ Brackets 

 Apostrophes  - possession and 
omission  

 Inverted commas 

 Colons/semi-colons 

 Hyphens 

 Suffixes 

 Prefixes 
 

 Endings which sound like / ous/  spelt –cious or –tious 

 -cial  -tial 

 Words ending in –ant,  –ance/–ancy 

 Use –ent and –ence/–ency after soft c soft g and qu, 

 Words ending in –able and  –ible 

 Words ending in –able and  –ible 

 Adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to words 
ending in –fer 

 use of the hypen 

 Words containing the letter-string ough 

 Words with ‘silent’ letters (i.e. letters whose presence 
cannot be predicted from the pronunciation of the word) 

 Homophones and other words that are often confused 

 Year 3 & 4 spelling list 

 Year 5 & 6 Spelling list 

 


